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ABSTRACT

Dori Rodgers
A Study on the Differences
of Teaching Mathematics
and Science Separately
and lntegratd
1997
Dr. Molinari
Masters in Elementary Education
This study determined if teaching science and mathemalics with an integrated
approach would increae students' achievement.

It also detrrmined whether males or

females achieved higher in science and mathematics when taught with tho integrated
approach. as compared to teaching the two disciplines separatey. It deternnined whether
the attitudes of the fourth grade students improved when mathenatics and science were
taught with an integrated approach
The group participating in this sody consisted of one fourth grade class. The total
population of the study was sixteen fourth grade, heterogneously grouped students. The
class consisted of twelve female and four male students.
For one month. mathematics and science were taught as separate disciplines. For
another month, mathematics and science were taught as an integrated unit. The mean
scores were calculated each month.

Each student was given an attitude survey to

demterinc how they felt about mathematics and science.
An analysis of the data was completed in order to accept or reject the four stated
hypotheess

t-Tests were performed to determine if any simificant differencs existed

between the mean scores. After analyzing the results of these

rest,

it was found that there

were no signicant differences in achievement levels, but there were significant differences
in student attitudes.

MINI-ABSTRACT

Dori Rodgm
A Study on the Differences
of Teaching Mathematics
and Science Separatly
and Integrated
1997
Dr. Moinari

Mastens i Elementary Education
This study determined if teaching science and marhematics with an integrated
approach would increase students' achievement and whether males or females achieved
higher in science and mathematics. It detemined whether the attirdes of the fourth grade
students improved when mathernatics and science were taught with the integated
approach It was found that student achievement did not increase ignficantly, but student
attitudes did increase a significant amount
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Chapter 1
The Problem

Significance of the Study
Large numbers of young Americans are not equipped to work in, contbute to,
profit from and enjoy our technological society. Too mamy students leave elementary and
secondary schools with an inadequate background in mathematics, science and technology.
These students lack adequate knowledge to acquire the training, skils and understadings
that are needed today and

ifll be needed even more in the 21st cetury.(Barba, 1995)

A stated goal of Goals 2000 is that United States students wirl be "fist in the
world in mathemmics and science achievement'("The National Education Goals," 1996,
p. 1)

In order to acomplish this goal, schools Tned to reassess their science and

athematics curriculums.

Many professional organizations

se

setting standards to

improve the teaching of science and mathematics. The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematis (N.C.T..M) have developed Cuniculum and Evwmuadon Standards as well as
Professional Teadhing Standards. Project 2061 and Science For All Amerians hae set
standards for science. The National Science Teachers Assoiation is working to develop
an integrated, theme-based

cnriculum

m
1

sciene that involves all studenis,

(Fennimor

and Cook 1993) Setting standards is the beginning of reform in science and

mathematics.
The N.C.T.M. urges schools "to prepare math

atically literate citizens who can

finction efficiently in our sociely and contribute to the American democratic
process."(UJnderhil, Abdi and Peters, 1994, p. 26) As stated in the N.C.T.M. standards.
"Studets should have many opportnites o observe the interaction of mathematics wiE
other school subjects and with everyday soiety."(Haigh and :Rehfeld, 1995, p. 240)
Mathematics should not be seen as a separate discipline, but rather, as a way to make sense
out of te world.
Science For AlU Anmricans and Project 2061 provide us with stndards for teaching
science. The standards include science. mathematics, and technology.

Project 2061

outlines the knowledge, skills and artithdes that all students should acquire. It emphasizes
that there should be less coverage of factual material and to make more time for students to
develop better understanding of the key concepts. One of the benchuraks states, "The
student should know that scientific problems have sometimes led to development of new
maihematics."(Adgren and

Rutherford, 1993, p. 21) We cm see that a connection

beween science and mathematics is being emphasized, thus showing the mnporane

of

integration.
Children should be activly involved in the leaning process. Constructives
believe the teaching and learning of science and mathematics should

tey on the 'hands-on"

approach, experimnt, discussion, cooperation, and participatio(Fisher, 1992)

Wlen

science and mathematics are integrated, the two disciplmes, become relevant and
eaningfiAl to the learner. Mathematics, when integrated with science, gives students the
opportunity to apply the discipline to real situations that relate to the students world.
The inclusion of science in the mathematics curicuin and mathematcs in the
2

science curriculm would provde continuity for students. By integating maematics
and science, students would see more relevancy and applicability to their orld When
science and mathematics are taught as separate disciplines, th relevancy of each are
touched upon only briefly, if at all. In the past, contret coverag
understanding has been valued in mathematics and scene.

rather than contextual

For these reasons, students

never saw the cormection to real life. When we integrate science and mathematics, the
discipliues can be seen as relevant and meaningftu to the learer. Students can apply the
discipline to real ife situations that are relevant to heir world, frcm their own perspective.
(Davison, Miller, Metheny, 1995)
An integrated approach to science and mathematics would assist students in making
connections between "school learning" and the "real world." As Rutherford and Ahlgrn
(1988) state, science and mathematics have had a long and successfl relationship.

On

dhe one hand, science continually provides mathematics with challmges. while on the other
hand. matheatics was developed as a suitable way to analyze scintifie problems. "(Barba,
1995, p. 280) The integration of science and mathematics will empower students and help
them make monnections which can be applied to everyday life. Afer all many real life
problems require both mathmatical and scientifc skills.
The integration of mathematics and science is not a new idea. In the 1840s,
Fredich Froebel pioneered the use of manipulative materials to teach mathematical
concepts and scientific principles through a thematic, inquiy-based approach to leaming.
After Froebel, in the 1900s, the Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers
formed in the United States. The purpose of this association was to establish a closer
relationship

between

mathmatics and science

curriculum

projects

were

inquiy-based
Cunmulum

approach
Improvement

teachers.

In the 1960s,

science

written using an integrated mathematics and science

to learning.
Study,

and

Science' A

Process Approach,

Elementary Sctence
3

Science

Study were three

of these projects. Recently, mathematics and science cumic
the Activities that Integrate Mathematics and Science
Mathematics

(AIMS),

have produced
mn
writers
e
Unified Science and

for Elementary School (USMES), and Great Expoations in Mathematics

and Science (GEMS) m;aterials.(Barba, 1995) These materials are used today by some
elementary schools.
There are benefits to the integration of science and mathematics. There are many
reasons why teachers should integrate the disdplinres "Mathematics can enable students to
achieve deeper understandings of science concepts by providing ways to quantity and
explain science relationships."(Haigh and Rehfeld, 1995, p. 241)

May national

organizations recognize the importance of the integration of mathematics and science
teaching and learning.

The integration of the disciplines offers greater opportmity to

motivate students and create posive attitudes toward mathemalcs and science.

When

students see a relationship between what they are learning and Their personal lves, their
interest in learning increases.

The integration of mathematics and science increases

students' achievement in both disciplines. (Haigh and Rehfeld, 1995) The integration of
mathematics and science can be readily achieved tilough the use of current technology and

umidcumtn resources. Since the pedagogy of the two disciplines are similar, mathematics
and science are intertwined. In order to have competent staud-ts there is a need to
provide science and mathematics career knowledge and real world connections for both
disciplines at the elementary school level.
The Carnegie Commission on Science states:
Inadequacies in precollege mathematics and science education are a chronic
and serious threat to our nation's fitre, The national interest is strongly
bound up in the ability of Americans to compete technically. All young
people, including the noncollege-bound, the disadvantaged, and young
women, must be given the opportailuy to become competent in
mathematics and science.(Fisher, 1992, p. 51)

4

Statement of the Problem

Could it be that the students in forth grade at Seventh Awenue School in Haddon
Heights

ill demonstrate an increase in achievement levels when :Mathematics and science

instruction are integrated as compared to when they are taught as separate disciplines?

Purpose of the Study

There are three purposes to tids stdy. This study will detrmnine if teaching science
and mathemalics with an integrated approach will increase stu
this study

will

ts' achievemen.

Second,

detrmine whether males or females achieve higher in science and

mathematics when taught with the iegrated approach, as compared to teaching the two
disciplines separately. Third, it will determine whether the titudes of the fourth grade
students improve when mathematics and science are taught with an integrated approach.

Statement of the Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were presented for investigatio:

I There will be no significant differences in the achievemet levels in the fourth
grade students in Seventh Avenue School in Haddon Heights when mathematics
and science instruction are integrated as opposed to being !aughT as separate
disciplines.

5

2. There will be no significant differences in the achievmLis

t evels of mals and

females in the fourth rade when science and mathematics are taught as separate
disciplines.

3. There will be no significant differences in the achievenant levels of males and
females in the fourth grade using te integrated approach to science and
mathematics.

4. There wm be no significant differences in the atitudes f the fourth grade
students when taht with the integrated approach or when taught the two
disciplines separately.

Methods and Procedures of the Study

An experimental design model was employed using six' a foulrth graders in the
Haddon Heihts School Dstrict. When science and mathematics were taught separately, a
test was given an each objective after it was taught The matn score was calculated for
each student and the class. When science and mathematics wre integrated, a test was
given on each objective after it was taught. Again, the mean score was calenlared for each
student and the class. The means of the two months were compared for differences using

a t-Test.

6

Limitations of the Study

The following are limitations of the study:

1. This research Was limited to one fourth grade class in
Seventh Avenue School in Haddon Heights as of lanuary 1, 1997.

2. The length of the study was estriced to eight weeks.

3. The class is made up of twelve females and for males.

4. Different units were aught during each four weEk period, thus the
bjectives were not exactly the same.

Definition of Terms

Manipul-ative Materials - Objects or things that the student is aale To teel touch handle,
and move. They may be real objects or objects used to rpresent ideas.
"Hands-on" Approach - Matipulaing with concrete materials.
N.C.T.M - The National Council of Teachers of MathemaTic

set mathematics standards.

N.S.T.A. - The National Science Teachers of America are working to develop integrated,
theme-based curiculums in science that involve al sudents.
AlMS - Activities that Integrate Mathematics and Science that sLsit i the integration of
the two disciplines.

7

Organrzation of the Study

Chapter I includes an ovrview of the entire study. It presents the signficance of
the stidy, the statement of the problem, the purpose of the study and the specific

hypotheses tested. It also includes the methods and procedures o:fthe study, the limitations
f the study, definition of terms, and the organization of the rtesit,
Chapter I presents a review of the litrature relevant to this study. The revew
includes an introduction and a presentation of research rehatd to the integration of
mathematics and science. It includes what the organizations tr

a crive in this approach

to teaching are doing to implement their ideas.
Chapter II provides a description of the design of the study. This indudes the
setting of the study, a description of the subjects used and ath pocedures
z
for the study.
The insuments used with the study and a statement about thet reliability and valdily is
included also. The type of data collected and the methods ustd to analyze the data is
explained.
Chapter IV presents the data collected from the tests giver in Januay and February
on each objective taught. It presents the data related to the hypotheses

It includes tle

analysis of the methods used in the study. It also shows the significance of each of the
stated hypotheses.
Chapter V summarizes the results of the study.

It states a conclusion and

implications using the information gathered in te previots clapters.
recommendations for future study.
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It also includes

Chapter II
Review of the Literatare
Introduction
Something must be done to change sntdents' views of science and mathematics.
Fisher states, "In American school districts the teaching of science has virtualy disappeared
from elementary education. By the time students reach high schol few find sience fun.
A low percentage of students posses$ in-depth scientific knowledge.

The outlook of

marhematics isnt much better. By eighth grade, students have geiterally mastred nO more

than basic arithmetic. Students are weak in reasoning and problem solving salls." (Fisher,
I992) Educators need to find a solution to this dienmma.
The literature eview in this chapter wil explain the leaming theories of several
psychologists. It will report the benefits of the integration of mathematics and science.

This study mwi include reform efforts in the schools to change the :mathematics and science
curricuums and the obstacles that must be overomne.
The resowr s nsed in rfis review were collected from the Savitz Library at Rowan
College in Glassboro, NJ, various sites on the Itteeme,
professional

joumals,

educational

magazines,

and in-service workshops. The Core Curiculum Standards for

New Jersey and the National Standards for Science and Matheatics at the fourth gade

level were used throughout thi stu4y,
9

Learnig Theory
Constructivism is the leading theoretical position in education that believes that
children learn sience and mathematics from the moment they become aware of their
nvironment.

Children build models of the real world through every day expiences.

These models help them understand what they have seen and heard and to predict what
may happen next. Consrtlctivists believe what the learner knows is of CnItral importance.
(Treagust, Duit and Fraser, 1996) They believe that students actively construct their owa
knowledge whenever they learn something.
From a constructivist point of view, there are five basic assumptions shared by
mathematics and ceience educators:
1) More emphasis will he given to the applicability of science and mathematics
knowledge in which students are interested. Mathenatics and scence of our daily lives will
become appropriate content for buiding connections betweenL pior knowledge and
sointific or mathematical content.
2) Matheematics and science knowledge is tentative hmran consruction and not
eternal truth.
3)

More elaborate and complex mathematical and rientifie ideas must be

demonstrated to allow deeper and broader explanations if they arc to become important to
students.
4) The approach must be student oretted. The classroom climate should support
and encourage the exchange of ideas. Students must become aware of their own thinking
processes.

5) Norms, routines and patterns of classroom nteractions form an influence on the
effectiveness of reform effort in the integration of science and rrtathematics. (Tfeagt

et

aL, 1996) These assumptions must be understood in order to reform the science and
10

mathematics cniulums.
According to Piaget, children from ages seven to eleven are in the concrete stage of
development. In this stage, the child is able to solve concrete or hands-on problems in a
logcl fashion. Piaget also said th al knowledge is constncted by direct physical contact
with objects or events. (Charbonnean and Reiddr, 1995)

Therefore, teacheis must

continue to supply manipularive materials to students to make leaming meaningful.

Many schools are stressing that teachers teach to nmaltiple intelligences.

These

intelligences, as Temned by Gardner, are logicalmathematical, interpersonal, intrapersnl,
musical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, and linguistic. According to Gardner, leachers need to
teach for more thorough understanding. Grdner believes children lean in diferent ways
and according to the strengths of certain intelligences.(Charbonmeu and Reider, 1995) Of
course, different children have strengths and weaknesses in different intelligences. By

integrating mathematics and science, teachers would be teaching to more of tte
inteiligemces and allow for the differet ways in which children learaT
Dewey's approach to education was to attempt
lnowledge with the chid's experienc.

It connect subject-matter

Dewey, in Exeriencc and Educadion

(1938, p.SS)

states that "it is a cardinal principle of edcation that the beginnrg of instOtion shall be
made with the experience learnrs already have; that this expeiene anmd the capacities that
have been developed during its course provide the stating point for all further Ieaning"

(Charbcnneau and Reider, 1995, p. 4) Dewey's insights from so many years ago still
pertain to how a child learns today.

Integration of Science and Mathematits
Integration deals with the extent to which teachers use examples, data, and
informarion from a variety of disciplines and cultures to illustate the ky concepts,
I1

principles, generalizations and thearies of

the dscipline.

There are five types of

integration: 1) discipline specific, 2) cotent, 3) process, 4) methodologicaL and 5)
thematic.( Davison, et al., 1995) Each type integrates the disciplines in a difent way.
Disciplie specific integration involves an activity that includes two or more
different branches of mathematics or science. This does not necessarily integrate the two
disciplines, but some branches of mathematics and some branches of science are
inteoelated and may be integrated.(Davison, et aL, 1995) For xsample, when teaching
about squares in mathematics, you may also teach about parallel lines, petpendicular lines
and angles.

It does not integrate sience but it does interale several mathematical

conceps.
Process integration uses real life activities in the classroom. Students experience the
processes of science and perform the needed mathematics. Studeuts conduct experiments
collect data, analyze data, and report results
reasoning, estimating observing and classif

They use skilis like problem solving,

, al of which are iicAtlded in the N.C.T,M.

standards. (Davison, et a., 1995) The AIMS activiies, discussed later, and used as a unit
in this study are an example of process integration.
Methodological integration is not heard of much in iterature today.

Science

methodology is integrated with the teaching of mathematics in this approach. Students will
investigate issues in both science and mathemnatics using straiies such as inqmuy,
discovery and exploration. This might be termed as experimenal science.pavison, et aL,
1995)
Thematic integration is probably the most well known, Especially to elementay
teaches. By using a theme, teachers design a unit around that sutect Thematic teaching
includes al disciplines, not only mathematics and scimce.(Davin, et aL, 1995)

An

example of a theme might be a unit on sharks to develop mathematics and science
concepts.
12

Wh'en using content specific integratio

the teacher ust; an objective fri

mathematics curriculum and an objective from the science curmcuhtn
incorporates bo

the

An activity that

objectives is performed. This type of integraion weaves together the

exising programs in science and mathematics. Davison, et aL,1995) For eample, if you
teach about dinosaurs in science, the measurement of dinosaars can be taught from
mathmatics.
The AIMS projects

are units tha were developed to

science, language as and social studies.

tegrate mathematics,

The topics of the A4IMS projects deal with

oneuerns of the real world. The activiies help develop positive atitudes towards the study
of mathematics and science and are of high interest to children.
hands-on investigations, are student-centered, promote inqui,
processes%and reasoning.

The lessons include
higher order thinking

The students are the focus of the activities. The teacher acts as

a resource and assesses the knowledge, skills, processes and behaviors of the students.
(Berin and Hillen, 1994) Students have opportunities to develop

positive attitudes,

realistic beliefs, and to become confident in their ability to do mathematics and science.
The AIMS project has four major objectives. The first objectiv is to improve the
students' understanding of mathematics and scince and how the)y are related, whie at the
same time developing a strong positive attitude toward the wv disciplines.
objective is to train teachers to assume leadership roles

The next

the distrits by proving staff

development in mathematics and science. Another objective is to assist classroom teachers
in changing the way they teach mathtnuaics and science by using a hands-o, student
centered approach that promotes thinking and understnding. The last objective is to
provide sound integrated mathematics and science curriculum experiences which are
consistent with the reconmnendations of the N.C.T.M. Stantards and Project 2061.
The goal of the AIMS project is to provide opportniies to acquire fundamental
13

concepts and procedures:

opportunities

validate knowledge of some purposegf,

to

discover, inquir

reflect, construct and

meaningful actiy.(Berlin and Hillen, 1994)

.AIMS uses real life problems to learn about mathematics and sciLece

An AIMS project

unit will be used in this study.
The scientific and mathematics endeavot should include an undersmanding of the
mion of mathematics and science.

Mathematics is a science wich provides the ltaguge

of science with a powerfl analytical tool. Science and mathematics have roots going back
into history and into every part of the world. Mthemaics is the science of abstract
patterns and relationships.

Mathematics is a creative process rater than one of using

memorized rules to calculate answers. Science and mathematics deal with problems that
originate in the everyday world,."Scince For All Americans Summary," 1995) They ar
related to each other, and therefore should be related when they are raght to students. In
1990, Rutlheford and Ahlgren state;
The alliance between science and mathematics has a long history, dating
back centuries Science provides mathematics with interesting problems to
nvestigate, and mathematics provides science with poeriizl tools to use n
anlyzing data... Science and mathematics are both trying to discover
general patterns and relationships, and in this sense they are part of the
same endeavor. (Btdin and White, 1992k p. 340)
This quote tells us that matmematics and science are related, and help us to solv real world
problems.
At the Wingspread Conference, educators gathered to discuss the integration of
science and mathenatics.

Many benfits of integration were discovered It provides

oppomnties for out of school resource persons to become involved in the schools.
Integration stimulates group interaction and social developmemt

It also bridges an

underanding between concrete and abstract representations for students. Integration of
the disciplines puts an emphasis on iformation use rather than the acquisition of
14

information.

Sudents have opportunities to put ideas together and gain a deeper

underatanding of science and mathematics.

Integration encourages relevant exciing

science and mathematics in schools.(Berlin and White, 1992)
cnference sums up what integration is about, "Integation

This quote from the

finsse mathematical methods

in science and scientific methods into mathematics such that it becnmes indistinishable as
to whether it is mathematics or science." (Beii and White, 1992, p. 343) The
integratio of science and mathematics helps students realize that

athematics and science

are everywhere.
The students are the most important people to consider when bringng about
change. Research has shown that when mathematics and science are integrated student'
attitudes towards the disciplines improve

significaniy.

Interyation

students' problem solving abilities in both science and marhemidcs.

also

improves

It is effecive in

improvng students' mathematical graphing skills and science process acquisiion.(Barba.
1995) Students benefit from seeing how mathemaics and science are invonved
in
acquiring new knowledge. Students are able to ind solutions to real world problems
through this integrated approach to learning.

Integration may encourage support and

confidence in the students' ability to do science and mathemafics.(Mitchell, Miller aad
Paine, 1995) Since inegration is so benefiiaa to students, reacher must mae an effort
to
change the way they are teaching mathematics and science. T[he National Reseach
Council (1990) stares:
Since mathematics is both the lang'age of science and a science of pattens,
the special linls between mathematics and science are air more than just
those between theory and application. The methodology of matlematical
inquiry shares with the scientfic method a focus on exploratiotn
ivestigation, conjecturew evidence, and reasoning. Firrec school ties
between science and mathematis should especially help students' grasp of
both fields.(Berlin and White, 1992. p. 340)
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Reform

Recent reform in mathematics and science educatiorL calls for the active
involvement of students in instrution related to real life. To teform instruction, we have to
rethink all levels of the educational system.

We should be focused on supporting

clasrooms that are devoted to active, meaningful learning.
pincipals,

teachers,

parents

We must get support from

and the communiy, adains

adation,

and politica

stmuctres.(Fennimore and Cook, 1993) With support, teachers can institute changes of the
SLience and mathematics curricuhnms.
Many teaching and learning changes must take place to roform mathematics and
science instection. First, we must recognize that the currmn teaching methods are not
based on current rmsarch about learning. Teachers must be comritted to learning new
ways of teaching and to tzy new ways of teaching and learning approaches. New modes of
assessment of learning must be developed. There must be an awareness of the need for
the ongoing training of teachers.
comprehensive,

The follow-up of teacher traini:g must be

("A Model of Change in Science and Mathematics Education," 1993)

Professional development plays an important role in implementing a new practice.
The National Science Foundation real5rmed the importance of attending to the
growing need for mathematically and scientificaly literate United States cQtizens, Systemic
reform i the ongoing process of changing the way indivduals view learning and teaching
within each

classroom and beyond, to schools, to comnmuity, to administrative

erititis(Fmniimorc and Cook, 1993)

Through systemic refonr it is hoped that te

educational system can be transformed to make lasting change.
Systenic change occurs when we reformulate the gots of learing.

The

curriculum must renforce the new vision. Instrction must promote inquiry, purposefiu
dialogue

and problem-focused collaboration. (Fennimore and Cook, 1993) Assessment
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needs to focus on higher order thinkg, as in Btoom's Taxonomy. Whn we alter our
goals for instruction and assessment systemic change may occur.
CGals 2000 has set objectives to be reached by the year 2C00 for all United States
stiudents. It is expectd that our students wil be "first in te world in mathematics
and
science achievemnt.'"(Teachers and Goals 2000: Leading the Joaurey Toward High
Standards for all Students," 1995, p. 1) The objectives for this goal include:
1)

mathematics and science education, including the ieatric system, will be

strengthened throughout the sytem, especially in the earlir grades.
2) The number of teachers with a substantive backgrou-d in mathematics and
science will increase by fifty percent.
3) The number of United States undergraduate and gradute students. especially
women and minorities, who complete degrees in mathematics, sience and engineering
will increase significantly.("Teachers and Coals 2000: Leading the Journey Toward
High
Standards for all Students" 1995) By the yea 2000, it is hoped tht students develop a
finctional level of scientific and

mathematical literacy,

the motivation to excel in

science and mathematics, and the iitiative to select science and mathematics reated
careers.
Many states have set their own goals, such as the goals set by Maine. The Maine
Mathmatics and Science Alliance have developed their own sgoals. Their mission
staement follows:

"We seek a state able to sustai

n effeeti

learning enviromnnen

that supports increased aspiration and improved performance in mathematics and science
for all students and all tachers."("The Maine Mathematics and Science Alliance,"
1995,
p. 1) The goals of the alliance are;
1)

Al students should demonsrate the knowledge and skills in science and

mathematics to meet or exceed national standards.
2) Aspirations and expectations for learning and achitcing in science and
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mathematics for all students will be high.
3)

Student opportunities

tor learning science

and nathematics will be

equitable.("The Maine Mathematics and Science Alliance," 1995)

Maine is one of he

leading states in science and mathematics reform.
Some school districts have set their own goals that folow Goals 2000.

The

Haddon Heights, Bamrign, and Lawnside districts are worling together in an effort to
reform science and mathematics instruction. The following goals ar. some examples of the
reform efforts in the three disricts.

Goal 1, Objective 1.1 staes: "To use the local

improvement panel's recommendations to increase the academic achievement of our
stdents in the areas of mathematics, science and technology as determined by the needs
assessment survey within the three disticts." ("Goals 2000: Educate America Act," 1996)
Goal 2 states:

"By the year 2000, all students wi

leave gades 4, S, and 12 having

demonstrated competency over challenging subject matter including mathematics, science,
and technology so that they may be prepaed for furter learnig and productive
employment in our Nation's modem economy." ("Goals 2000: Educate
1996)

America Act"

Goal 4, Objective 4.1 states: "To infuse lessons involving career planning

and

decision makig, critical thinking and problem soing, the practical application of
basic skills,
ar

measured

and effective communication skills into mathematkis and science lessons
by revised curricula and instructionta observations of the implemented

lIssons." ("Goals 2000: Educate America Act," 1996) Many more oals are included in an
effort to improve the learning and teaching of mathematics amn science.
Science and mathematics organizaons have also set standards for the learing
and teaching of science and mathematics.
Mathematic,

The National Conmcil of Teaches of

(N.C.T.M.) standards include Curriculum and E,'iuation Standards for

School Mathematics and Professional Teaching Standards. The N.C.T.M wants schools
to prepare studnts mathematically to function efficently m our society. Many
I

science organizations have developd standards to improve the teaching of science.
Science For All Americans and Project 2061 emphasize

iteracy in science for all

mericams. These organizations are leading the efforts to reform science and rnathemrics
education.
The N.C.TNM is urging schools to prepare students to be rathematically Utrate in
order to function in our sodety. The goal of the N.C.T.M. ancI the National Research
Council is to develop in students a functional levet of scientific and mathematical literacy.
Sident should excev in science and math and select careers related to the two
disciplinesCBerin and White, 1994) The N.C.T.M. standard on manthemaicai connections
erphasizes the importance of the connctions among mathemasical topics and other
disciplines. Students should be able to observe mathematics interacting wih other school
sbjects and society.i(Hah and Rehfeld, 1995) Another N.C.T.IM standard stats that
stadents should be able to "apply mathematical thinking and modalin g to solve problenm
that ariso in other disciplines."Davison, et al., 1995, p. 229)

The N CT.M. has

recognized other subjects including science, as part of their standards.
In Science for Alt Americans, science for all means that all people, incuding
women, girls, all racial and ethnic groups, the physically and educationally challenged,
and those with limited English proficiency, should become scientifically literate. This
requires that the ciriculum, teaching and assessment standards take into account the
diversity, interests, motivation, experience, and undmsanding of all stndents.(Hoffian
and Stage, 1993)

These standards should highlight and promos the best practices of

teaching science.

Science For AM Americans and Project 2016 have recommendations that sliould
be met by all students. Students should be familiar with the naturai woid, and recognize
its diversity and uniy.
science. Sttdents

They should understand the key concepts and principles of

should

be

aware of
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important

ways

in Viich

science,

mathematics and technology depend upon one another.

Science, mathematics and

technology are human enterprises and students should know their sacnghs and limitations.
Students should develop scientfic ways of thflnkig

They should use their scientific

knowledge and ways of thinking for individual and social purposes,("Scince For Al
Americans Summary," 1995) With these recommendation, curriculutis and instruction
need to be reformed to best prepare our students,
The National Committee on Science Education Standards and Assessment met in
May of 1992 They met to develop standrds for school science. The connittee specified
criteria to guide the fiatre development of science education. The curriculum standards of
the committee defined:
1) the nature of school science expeiences effective in produciog valued science
leanin,
2) the scientific infomnation (facts, concepts, theories) that all students are expected
to attain as a result of their science experiences and
3) the attitudes and inclination to apply scienfic principles add ways of thinking
outside the formal education sysoel.(Hoffman and Stage, 1993)
The standards were to provide a vision of excellence to guide the science educational
system in productive and socially responsible ways.
Standards have also been set for teachers and the teaching of science and
tathematics. Teachers need to acquire the skills and knowlldge to provide students with
school experiences to achieve the science and mathematics learning outcomes. They need
professional development to flM
(Hoffman and Stage, 1993)

their roles as science and mathematics teachers

Teachers need a support system and resources for the

effective teaching of scieace.
Many teachers fall below the minimum standards themselves for teaching
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athematics and science. Much teaching of mathematics and scmnce is still done where
the teacher gives sudents information to memorize and then regurgitate. Teachers

eed

to expand their basic understnding of mathematics and sciene and acquire nw skills
and teaching techniques. They need retooling to explore concepts ad earn content

through cooperative learning and hands-on. inquiry-based actvites to take back to the
classroom (Monteagudo, 1995) These activities provide teachers with the undesianding
and learning needed to connect their classroom study of mathematics and science to the

standards.
When integrating science and mathematics, there are chages seen in the teacher.
Integration improves teachers' attitudes toward teaching mathe
teachers ability to articulate the curriculum improves.
taught more often.

ics and science. The

Higher level thinking skils ar

Teachers use alternative assessment devices more.

Integration

promotes the use of technology in the mathematics and science curiculms.

Career

awareness is incorporated into instruction. (Barba, 1995) Mot .importanty, integration
increases teacher' motivation to teach mathematics nd science.
Since teachers wilt inteqw

the new standards in matfemnatios and science there

must be a serious commitment made to teacher development. Teachers will decide how
the new curriculum is to he realized and how instructional maTeals will be used. The
teacher needs to be more involved in school wide decisions. Teacher development is the
key to the school-wide renewal of mathematics and science.
Of course, there are many obstacles to reform. 'Progras has been hanpered,"
says Douglas Lapp, direcrur of the National Science Resoure Center, "bccause efforts in
education have been

driven

by

cisis."

(Fisher 1992, p.52)

The

finding

and leadership have not been $Teady. It seens impossible to hkav continuous, successful
progams in science and mathematics teacher training
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It is difficult to provide

classrooms wit up-o-date equipment and computrs.(Fisher, 192) Efforts that have
been made to restructre the heniathlics and sciecetmriculums Reem to hae little effect
on the conventional ues of the textbook and the methods of delivey. (Dason, et al.,
£995) The attitudes of the school and the community are diffidclt to change when trying
to implement new programs. Even though he changes needed may not be easy, we must
move forward and do what is best for our students,
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Chapter 3
Design of the Study

Introduction
The purpose of this study is to detrmine if teaching stieaCe and mathematics with
an intcgrated approach wil increase students' achievement levels. This study wil also
determine wheththe

attitudes of the fourth grade sidcents improve when taught with the

integrated approach.

In order to discover any sigificant diferences

the students'

achievement levels were measured by tests of the specific objeectvos taught in science and
mathematics. An attitude survey was gven to measure any diffe-ences in attrude when
taught with an integrated approach as compared to being taught the subjects separately.

Setting

Haddon Heights is in Southern New Jersey.

It is a small, residential commutlty

with few businesses. Haddon Heights can be described as a "'ometowin, where many
families who reside there live in homes previously owned by other family members, such as
parents or grandparents. Many of the parents, whose children attend the public school

system, have themselves attended the same school system.
The Haddon Heights PubliT

School District has four shooIls tlre elementary

schools (K - 6 ), and one High School (9 - 12) that includes a Junior School (7 - 8). The
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High School includes students from Barrington and Lawnside, as well as Haddon Heights.
The Haddon Heights High School dates back to 1924, while the ol4et elementary school
Seventh Avenue, was built in 1914.

The elementary schools in Haddon Heights ar

neighborhood schools. There is no busig of students, except for special education, as
they are close enough to their neighborhood sehool to walk

Two of the elementary

schools have one grade level each, while the third school frequently has two of some grade
levels, as needed according to the population.
lementar

The Glenview School

is the only

y school that houses separate special education classrooms.
There were 1,321 student enrolled in the Haddon Higl

ts School Distict as of

October 15, 1996. The racial composition of the students was 1,140 white, SO black, 14
Hispatm,

1 American Indian and 16 Asian. In the Seventh Avenue School where my

study took place, 98% of the students speak English, wih 1% speaking Spanish and 1%
speaking Turkish. The teaching staff in

e Haddon Heights Public School

istrict

numbered 116 members as of Octber 15, 1996.

Description of the Population and Sample

The Seventh Avenue Elementary School in Haddon Heights has 144 students.
There is one grade of each level fom kindergaten to grade six. The group which was the
subject of tis study consisted of one fourth grade class from the Seventh Avenue School.
The total population of the study was sixteen fourth grade, heterogeneously grouped
student. The students are al of average to high aiity. Due to the small numbrs in the
class, its members get much individual attenion

The class coiiswld of twelve female and

four male students. Fourteen of the students have been in the same class together since
kndergarten. Two students came to Seventh Avenre in third grade.
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Description of the instrument

This study lasted for a two month period. For the month of January, the objectives
in science and mathematics were tested separately

The students were administered a

posItet after each objective was taught in mathemaics and seiLce. Each student'
mean
scorc was detenmined to assess their achievement m each subject sepately. During the
second month, students were tested on the objectives of the aitegrated unit being
aught.
The students wre administered a postest after each objective in the integrated unit. Each
students' mean score was determined to assess their achievement in mathematics
and
science for the integrated unit. A COmparison of fe mean test scores of the students'
achievement was used to help assess any diffrences in student achievement ftom
January
to Februay
In January, mnhematics and science were taught separatedy. In mathematics. the
tests used came from the Open Court mathematics program. I consulted
with the
mathematics specialst in the district Mrs. Kelly Johnson.

MLs. Johnson and myself

determined that each test supports the National Standards for Matbematics and follows
the
district curriculum specificaions. The students were fist tested wih a reiew test from
the
Open Court tefs book and then tested with the similar mastety objective test that
comes
with the series. The students petfonned similarly on both evaluations. In science a utun
was taught on deserts. Each objective covered in the unit was tested with a teacher
made
test. The questions on each test followed the National Standards far Science and the
New
Jersey Cote Curriculum Content Standards, as well as the current distict curricuhum.
Each
test was given twice, both the same formatl but with differemn questins. The students
achieved similar scores on both tests. I also compared the scores with the students'
usual
performance in class, their participadon and the projects they completed for the
uit.
The achievement
of the students on the tests w-as equal to thir
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usual perfonoance, participaon and the quality of their projects.
For the month of February, a unit on nutrition was taught. Th unit taught was
from the ALMS project Each lesson from the unit conrates to the National Mathematics
and Science Standards.
mathematics and science.

The unit also snpports the cunmrclum of the district in
Each objective was tested and retested to determine

the

relality of the rests. The tests were of the same format and length with diffrent
questions. Students achieved comparable scores for both tests.
Students were gven a survey at the beginning and end of each month to determine
any differences in their attitudes toward the learning of mathematics ad science separately
or integrated. The word attitude used in this study is defined a a leaned, predisposition
to
react in a consistent way toward an idea The survey followed the Likert-type attitude
scale. The survey was composed of statements to which the stuhdets made fiv responses:
yes, almost always, sometimes, seldom, or no. The statement were averaged, and
the
score was rated from one to five, with five being the most fzvorable. The attitude surveys
were evaluated and the scores of the two months were compared using a t-Tst
to
determine any differences in students' attitudes toward mathematics and science learning

Relationship of the nstrument to the Null H:ypothesis

The general hypothesis of this study states that there wA] be no significant
difence in the achievement levels of the fourth grade studnts when mathematics and
science are integrated as compared to being taugt as separate discplines.

The tests

administered during each month were scored on a scale of 0 - 100. Each students' mean
score was calcilated for science and mathematics. At the end of February, the scores of
each individual were compared to see if there were any sigtifcant differens in
the
achievement levels of mathematics and science for the two months. The same instrument
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was used to compare any differences m the achievement of males to females in the
class.
A second insnimenr, a attitude sunaey, was used to test the hypothesis that stated
there would be no significant difference in students' attitudes when taught science and
mathematics separately or integrated The survey was rated or a scale of 1 to 5. The
average was calculated for each student. At the end of the tw months, the attitudes of
the students were compared to discover any dtfferences in their felings toward science and
mathematics.

Time Period and Procedure of Data Collection
An mi-depth review of currnt literature was used as a basis of gaminig iight into
the teaching technique of integrating science and mathematcs.

The research on the

integration of science and mathematics indicates that the2 are many advantage to teaching
mathematics and science with an integrated approach. The purpose of this study is to
detrmine if there are any differences in student achievement leves when mathematics and
science are taught with the integrated approach.
During the month of January, mathematics and science were taught as separate
disciplines. The mathematics lessons were taught from the Open Court mathematics
progtam. In mathematics, the concepts taught were functions, graphig functions, basic

facts, multiplying and estimating. In science, a unit on deserts was taught. The concepts
covered included classifying, comparing and conwrasing of desert landorms, plaits, and
animals. Each objective was tested after being taught. The mean scores of the students
were calculated for mathematics and science. Each student was girve an attitude survey to
determine how they felt about mathematics and science.
For the month of February, mathematics and science were taught as an integrated
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unit usiog a nutrition unit from the AIMS project

The concepts taught were reading

graphs, determinig ranges, estimatng, ctassfing and comparig and contrasting foods.
Each objective was tested for mathematics and science unrstaindg. The mean scores Of
the students were calkuated for the integrated matheatics and science unt, At the end of
the month, each student was given an atitude survey to detrine how they felt about
mathematics and science
The two units taught in January and February were of oqal levels of difficulty.
Four teachers, including mysel evaluated each unit to establish that they were of equal
levels of difficulty. The mathematics specialist and myself evaluated the two mathematics
units taught over the two month period.

Both units followed the New Jersey Core

Cuniculum Content Standards and the National Standards for liathematics. Both units
included problem solving, computation, ue of calculators, and mt-tpreting data. The units
included difficult and easy questions, as wel as those of modrate difficulty. Together, we
concluded that the units were of equal levels of difficuty.

The fih and sixth grade

teachers and mysetf evaluated the two science uits being taught i January and Februay.
Both units followed the Core Crriculium Standards for Science Md the National Science
Standards. Both units ielncded higher level thinking skills and critical thinking.

The umis

included difficut, moderate and easy levels of questioning, Both the fith and sixth grade
teachers agreed that the units were of equal levels of difficulty.
Each objective taught in science and mathematics was tested during the two
months. The tests were scored on a scale of 0 - 100. A mean score was caelulated for
each student for all of the tests in the two month period.
student's scores were averaged

At the ond of each month, each

A comparison of the scoreslas made between each

student's fnal average for each month,
An attitude survey was used to test whether the students felt difereatly toward
science and mathematics over the two month time period. T1Le survey was rated on a

2X

scale of 1 to 5. The scores of each student were averaged to detemine their attitude of
science and mathematics. The surveys wete completed at the end of each month and were
compared for any difeienoes in attitudes towards science and mathematics over the two
month period.

Summary

In Chapter Three, the population, sample, and instrument of the study were
outlined and discussed. Comparisons of the mean test scores fom tested objectives were

tsed to assess the differences in udent achievement Ievels in mathlmatics and science
when taught separately and integrated. Analysis Of the scores would determine the validity
of the hypotheses central to tis study.

Students were sureyed to determine any

dilfrences in their attitudes toward science and mathematics learfing.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of the Data

Introduction
This study gathered information to determine if there were significaut differences in

the achievement levels of fourth grade students when taught inegrated mathematics and
science as compared to being taught the subjects separately. The fourth grade class at the
Seventh Avenue School in Haddon Height were taught mathematics and science for one
month as separate subjaets and for one month using the mtegrated approach. This study
also examined any differences in male and female achievement levels and any differnces
in attitudes towards mathematics and science when taught with the two approaches

The

methods of measuring achievement were tests on the specific oh^btives of the lessons and
an attitude survey. The tests for mathematics for Januaiy were supplied by the Open Court
nmathematics series. The science tesTr were teacher-made following gmidelines

from Ranger

Rick's Nature Scopes. The mathematics and science tests for February were teacher-made
following guidelines from an AIMS unit. The hypothesis stated that here would be no
significant differnces in achievement levels or attitudes when the subjects were taught
separately or integrated
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Tests of the Hypotheses and Results
The data psented has been satisticaly
aalyzed using a t-Test to
deteraie any differences i4 the achienent
levels of he fourth grade students
when taught mathemaics and science
with te intgrated and separate approahes.
The
hypotheses being tested were:
.-) There wi1 be no significa

diffenreces in te achievemen levels
of the fourth

grade students in Seventh Avenue
School in Haddon Heights when mathnatics
and
science iqstruction are integrated
as compared to being taught as
separate

disciplines.

2.) There

ill be no significant differences in the
ehievemrnt levels of males and

females in the fourth grade when
scienc and mathoenatics
disciplines.

'e taught as separate

3.) Thcre vl be no signrfieant differences
in tle acdivermut levels of males and

females in the fourth grade using th
integrated approach to science and
athematics.
4.) There winl be no significant diffretees
in the atfi ,s of the fwh grade

students when taught with the integrated
approach or when taught the two disciplines

separately

Presentation and Statistical Analysis
of the Data Related to Hypothesis
1
Hypothesis 1 sates that thre will be
no significant differncs in the achievement
levels in the forth gde students
m Sventh Avwnue School In Haddon
Heights
when mathematis and science instruction
are integrated as compared to being
taaght
as separate disciplies. Table I
summaizes the scores achieved during
the mouth of
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Januar when
d
the students were taught athemuancs and scince as separate subjects. The
tman of each test given was calculated with the scores rarging from

82 .g% to

96.81%. The combined mathenmtics and science averags ragngd from 83.43%
97 14%, The class average for thd

month was 91.66% with a standard deviation of

4.19.

Table 1
Tests Scores and Mean Scores for the Fourth Grade Students
When Mathematics and Science Were Taught as
Separate Disciplines for the Month of January
IName
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Table 2 summarizes the scores achieved during the month of February when the
students were taught integrated mathematics and science. The mean of each test given was
calculated with a range from 90.31% to 97.63%. The students' combined mathematics
and science averages ranged from 82.8% to 98.6%. The class avrage for the month was
92.61% with a standard deviation of 5.03.

Table 2

Tests Scores and Mean Scores for the Fourth Grade Students
When Mathematics and Science Were Taught as an
Integrated Unit for the Month of February
Name
_89
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Chart 1 shows the comparison of individual means for J.muary and February. In

January,

mathemtatics and Scieuce were mtght as seprate diEsciplines.

In February

mathematics and science were taught as an integrated unit The means for most individuals
^Ce slightly higher for the integrated urit, as shown in this graph.

Chart 1

Comparison of the Individual Means When
Mathematics and Science Were Taugh Separately
in January and Integrated in February
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Chart 2 shows the eomparison of the class means for Januaiy and Febnuary. In
January,

mathematics and science were taught as separate dicipnes.

mathenatics and science were taught as an interated unit.

In February,

he class mean for the mont&

of February, when mathematics and science were taught as an integrated unit are slightly
higher than the January scores. January's mean was 91.66 and February's mean was
92.61.

Chart 2

Companson of the Class Means When
Mathematics and Science Were Taught Separately
in January and Integrated in February

A flr
1

_

'

Integrated

Separately
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The t-value calculated, as shown m Table 3,

was -0.58 with 30 degrees of

freedom. The absolute value of the t-value, 0.58, falls between the positive and
negativ

critical value of 2.042. Although there is a s3igh increase in achievement

levels shown from January to Fbrary, Hypothesis 1 can be ac'pted as there were no
significant differences in the achievement levels from Jarary to February when
mathrmatics and science were taght separately or integrated. The increase could signify
trend and could be investigated further.

Table 3
Results from a t-Test for Independent Samples Comparing
the Mean Scores of the Fourth Grade Students When Mathematics
and Science Were Taught Separately in January
and as an Integrated Unit in February
StatisEic

Value

Numberof scores in group one - Jnuary

1l6

Sum of scores in group one
Mean of roup one

1466 55
91

Sum of squared scqreS [ gri u one
SS of roup one

B

1S346e5 95
22 89

Number of scores in group two - Febuarw

1

Sumof scores in group to

1481 8

Mean of group two

92_1

Sum of squared scores in group two
SS of group two

1376'3.17
37Si.4

t-value

0. B

Degrees of freedomfd)

SC3
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Presentation and Statistical Analysis of the Data Related to Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 states that there will be no significnt differences
of males

achievement levels

and

females in the fourth

in the

rade when science and

mathematics are taught as separate disciplines. Table 4 shows the mean scores and the
t-value of the male fourth grad s de nts compared to the fenale Forth grade students for
the month of January.

Table 4
Results of a t-Test for Independent Samples Comparing the
Mean Scores of the Male Students to the Female Students When
Mathematics and Science Were Taught Separately in January
~~~ ~ ~ ...

_..

-. ._~

Statstic

Va[Ue

Number of scores in q.mp one - mal.s.

4

Sum of scores in_roup one

3653

Man of Rroup one

92

_

Sum of squared scores in group ore

55 of Froup one
NI
. i~mkar
l-. Lar
-- nf crnrq
uu.

47.86
Ltrn

l in h

.fornsula
-

-- - -L--

Sum of scores in group two

1)

10o.S55
91.55

Mean of group two
$um of squared srores in group twu
iSS of group two

1007£1 98
214.3

gt-vs[Uf freeo0
Degrees of freedom(d)

14
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The t-vaue, shown in Table 4, was calculated at 0.18

Wvith

14 degrees Of freedomt

The t-value falls between the positive and negative critical valn.a of 2.624.

Therefore,

Hypothesis 2 can be accepted as there are no significant differmces between male and
female achieeemen when mathematics and science are taught separately.

Chart 3 shows the comparison of the males' goup mean scores and the females'
group mean scores for January. The mean scores of the males group is slightly higher tan
the mean scores of the female group when mathenatics and science were taught separately.

Chart 3
Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Male Group to the

Female Group When Mathematics and Science
Were Taught Separately in January

91 84.|
a

i,

91.6
91.4

t

|,'

:

F

Fgmale'

Males
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Presentation and Statistical Analysis of the Data Rela'ed to Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 states that there will be no significant diffbercces in the achievement
levels of males and females in the fourth grade usig the iaegrted approach to science and
mathematics. Table 5 shows the mean scores and t-vaue of the mate fourth grade
students compared to the fmale fouth grade stdents for the month of February.

Table 5

Results of a t-Test for Independent Samples Comparing the
Mean Scores of the Male Students to the Female Students When
Mathematics and Science Were Taught as an Integrated Unit m February
Statisbc

Value

Number of scores in group one - males

4

Sum of sores in qrop one

38

Mean of group one

92.15

Sum of squa
SS of gr

.....

scred
es in group one

34094 76

p one

1.2r2

Number of scores in group two -females

12

Sum of scores in grup two

1113.2

Mean of group two

92.77

Sum of sQuared sores in group tw1o
SS of group two

10351e 41
_

t-value

250.55

-0.21

Dereess of freedom(d..

14
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Chart 4 shows the comparison of the male groups' nmeam scores and rte females'
group mean scores for February. The mean scores of the femal

group is sightly higher

than the mean scores of the male group when mathematics and science were taught as an
integared unit. Though there were no significant differences in the achievement levels, this
could be studied further to see if there is a trefd.

Chart 4

Comparison of the Mean Scores of the Male Croup to the

Female Group When Mathematics and Science
Were Taught as an Integrated Unit in February

_ ---

Fernmas

Males

For Febray, the t-value, shown in Table 5, was calculated at -0.21 with 14
degrees of freedom. The t-vaIue falls between the positive and negative critical value of
2.624. Therefore, Hypothesis 3 can be accepted as there are no significant differences
between male and female acievt ment when mathematics and sieonce are taught with the
integrated approach.
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Presentation and Statistical Analysis of the Data Related to Hypothesis 4

Hypothesis 4 states that there wil be no significant differances in the attitudes of
the fourth grade students when taught with the integratd appracZh or when taught the two
disciplines separately. Table 6 shows the results of the combined mathematics and science
attitude srvey scores.

The survey was based on a Likte-yp! 1 to 5 scale and then

averaged for each student.

As seen in Table 6, most attitudes did increase when the

students were taught with the intgrated approach to mathematics md science.
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Table 6
Results of the Attitude Survey Given When Mathematics
and Science Were Taught Separately and When
the Disciplines Were Integrated
ISeparately

Bntegrated

Math and Science Math and Scienre
Name
34

Amy

4

_4
.8

.

Robin

4.3

4

Katie

39

Jluia

4.3

Andrew

42

43

Keri

43

7

Heather

3 45

38

Aprii

42

41

Meqan

4 35

4.5

Kate

4.1

4.2

Jonathan

35

.41

Ryan

4.5

4.4

Christnia

4.37

Sarah

4.27

Meghan

Scott

__

_,

.

3.5

42

.

4
6e

_

4.8

4.2
_

3.9__

]

Table 7

Results of the t-Test for Independent Smnpies
for the Attitude Survey Given When Mathematics and
Science Were Taught Separately and Integrated

Statistic
Number of scores in group pne - Seprately

Vatue
16

Sum of scores in group one

6.4.44

Mean of roup one

4 03

Sumrnofsquared scores in group one
SS of 2roup one

2e1.67
2.14

INumber of scores in group two - Integrated
Sum of scores in group two

61.1

Mean of group two

4 25

Sum of squared scores in group two

a

2D1.07

SS of group two

'.22

tvalue

-3
-.[

Degrees of freedom(d)

30

The t-value calculated from Table 7 was -1.93 with 30 legees of freedomr

The

absolute value of this t-value, 1.93, falls outside the positive and negativc critial vlue of
1.697.

Out of 16 scores, there was an increase in 12 individual scores. Therefore,

IHypothesis 4 is rejected that there are no significant differencs in attitudes when
matheratbos and science are taught separately or integrated.

The increase in positive

attitudes might account for the slightly higher achievement evels in February.
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Summary

This chapter presented the data collected from tests and an attitude survy given to
a fourth grade class. The data was collected over a two month period, from January to
February. The students were taught mathematics and science as separate subjects for one

month and integrated for another momh.
An analysis of the data was done in order to accept or reject the four stated
hypotheses.

t-Tests were performed to detenuine if any significat differences ested

between the mean scores.

Although there was a stigt increase in achievement from

January to Februay, after analyzing the results of these tests, il was found that Hypotheses
1, 2, and 3 were accepte.

After aalyzing th r-Test compaimg the students' attitudes for

the two months, Hypothesis 4 was rejected.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary of the Problem
The purpose of tis study was to determine if there were any differences in fourth
gade student achievement

levels when students were taught mathematics and science as

separate disciplines or when the subjects were taught in an integrated manner. This study
attempted to determine whlther th
achelivm

were any dlffr

es in male and female

t levels when taught the disciplines separately or integrated. This study also

attempted to determine any differences in the attitudes of the fo£thi grade stdewTs whle
taught with the two different teaching methods.

Summary of the Method of Investiga ion

A heterogeneous fourth grade class was selected for this study, resulting in a total
of 16 students participating. For the month of January, science and mathematics were
taught to the $radors as separate disciplines. For the month of February, science and
mathematics were taught with an integrated approach using an AJMS unit. The two units
were designed and analyzed so that the levels of difficulty of tt units were sinilar. The
students were tested on each objective taught, and the means of the students for each
45

month were compared

The students also completed an atitude survey to determine if
An analysis was

there were any differences in attitudes ovr the two month period.

completed using t-Tests to deteine any differences in the achieveumeat levels or attitudes
of the students. The results from the t-Tests were studied and comraared.

Summary of the Findings and Conclusions

Hypothesis 1, which states that there will be no significant differences in the
achievement levels of the fonfh grade
Haddon Heghts

students

when mathematics and science

compared to being taught

in Seventh

School

in

integrated

as

Avenie

insttio

are

as separate disciplines was anal.red using a i-Test

The

r-value was calculated as -0.58 with 30 degrees of feedom. This value falls between he
positive and negative critial value of 2.042. Even though the students showed a slight
increase in scores from January to February, Hypothesis I is accepted as there were no
significant differences in achievement levels when science and mathematics were taught
separately or integated.
Hypothesis 2, which states that there wl be no significant diffaences in the
achievement levels of males and females in the fourth grade when science and mathematics
are taught as separate disciplines was analyzed using a t-Test.
calculated as 0.18 with 14 degrees of freedom.
2.624.

The t-valuc was

The cdigcal value determined was

Since the t-value of 0.18 falls between the positive and negative critical valoe

Hypothesis 2 can be accepted as there were no significant difEereines in achievement levels
between males and females when taught mathematics and science as separate disciplines.
Hypothesis 3, which states that there will be no significant differences in the
achievement levels of males and females in the foUntl grade using the inegrated approach
to science and mathematics was analyzed using a t-Test. The t-valne was calculated as
46

-0.21 with 14 degrees of freedom. The critical value was deternited at 2,624. Sice the
t-value falls between the positive and ngative crticalalue, HEypcihesis 3 can be accepted
as there were no significant differences in the achievement lzvws in males and females
when sciene and mathematics were taught using the integratd approach.
Ftypothesis 4, which states that there will be no significant differences in the
attitudes of the fourth grade students whe tanght with the itegated approach or when
taught the two disciplines separately was also analyzed using a t-Test. The results show a
t-value of -1.93 with 30 degrees of reedom. The critical value determined was 1.697.
Since 1.93 falls outside of the positive and negative critical vale, HIypothesis 4 can be
rejected that there are no significant diflfrences in the attitudes of e fourth grade students
when taugr with the integrated approach or when taught the two disciplines separateay.
The attitudes increased in Februarv when mathematics and scince Were taught as an
integrated unit.

Implications

The acceptance of Hypothesis 1 says that there were no significant diffeencs in
achievement when students were taught mathematics and science separately or integrated,
The literature reviewed for this study does not agree with that finding. This could be
because of the small class size. With the amount of individual attention that the students
receive in this small class, they rarely ta behind. When comparing Table 1 and Table 2 in
Chapter 4, the individual scores of th students did increase, as seen in Chart 1. Even
hough the scores increased ffom January to February, it was -ot significant enough to
show any differences when using a t-Test.
The acceptance of Hypothesis 2 says that there were no significant differences in
the achievement of males and females when taught mathematics and science as separate
47

disciplines. The mean for the month of January for males was S2.0 and for females was
91.55, The mean for the males was slightly higher than the fertales when science and
mathematics were taught as separate disciplines. Another study dilh a class of males and
females more venly distributed may come up with a different resi-lt
The acceptance of Hypothesis 3 says that there were no sigmficnt differences in
the achievement of mals and females when taught matheimatis and science

ith the

integrated approach. This does not support the literature reviewed for this study. For the
month of February, the mean for males was 92.15 and for females was 92.77. The mean
for the females was slightly higher than the males for the month when science and
mathematics were taught with the integrated approach. Agai,

lass size and the fact tha

there were only 4 males and 12 females used far this study corld be the reason for this
finding. The differences were so small that more testing would need to be completed on a
lass with a more even distribution of males and females.
Hypothesis 4 was rejected as there were no sigtnficant dierences in attitudes when
mathematics and science were taught separatey or integrated

Table 7, in Chapter 4,

shows the resuts of the t-Test fron the attitude surey for January and February. The
and
results show a significant increase in attitudes when the stdeas were taught science
of
mathematics with the integrated approach. This could also be due to the interest level
the urit.

Although the students were interested in the units tanght in January when the

disciplies were taught separately, they were cleary vey excited about the food unit taught
in Februmy when the two disciplines were integrate

The increase in attitudes cold

account for the slight increase in achievsmet levels.
The study showed that the female meas and attitudes increased when science and
mathematics wee taught in the integrated manner. Though the increase in the mean was
minimal, this trend could be further studied

A study could be conducted across grade

is
levels focusing on female achievement to detemine whether he integrated approach
4S

more beneficial to female students.

Recommendations for Future Study

Based om the findings from this study, the following are recommendations for
future study:

1 Tlis
stody could be conduced
tfo a longer period of time.
2. This study could be conducted conpaing two or more separate classes
at the same grade level.
3. A larger and more diverse sample of students could be used to make
this study more valid and reliable.
4. A studv cond be coudneued to fash

research
m e inerease i

achievement levels and attitudes of the female students.
5. Tis study eould be conducted across grade lovls to compare
differences at different stages of dild developmemn.
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APPENDIX A
TESTS GIVEN FOR MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY
WHEN THE DISCIPLINES WERE
TAUGHT SEPARATELY
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T.t conienud oi e± page

Name
Use inverse operations to find the values of x in the
ordered pairs. (The first one has been done for you.)
1. axt.

1%.h4Jh-ta

--

2. x --

3.r

7,

(,y4 0, (,

.

y

(x, (), (x, 7), (x, 19), (x, 56). (x, 97)

y

(x, 3), (x, 7), (x, 8), (x, 9), (x, 5)

x

(x, 27),

(x,

IS), (x, 21), (C, 15), (x, 9)

Complete these charts.

5.

4.

...
4

x5y

Y
10
12

8_

3
7

6.

5
15
45

15
54

Copyiaht

x

© Open Court Publishing Company

0

TN nmO

Complete these chats,

a.

7.

x

11.

xYy
x

y

-- y

X

y

50

7

100
60

9

8

200

i 80 1

70

24

11.

12.

x

Y

-

9.

50
100

Y

.x

0

|

4

60
200

30

70

15

y

5

0
16

9

218

1 20

Find the function rules before you complete these charts.

13.

14.

_x

y

3

8

y

x

11

U

50

57

12

9
98
163

40

15.

x

24
83

36

X-&Y

5

y
5

1

0

9
356

356
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Name _
Use inverse operations to replace each x with the correct
number. (The first one has been done for youe) Then make
a graph for each set of ordered pairs.
1

(x, 3), (x, 9), (C, 18), (x,

), (x. 15)

(x, 9), (x, 12), (x, 18), (x, 16), (x, 14)

4~

--

^S

-(x, 3), (x, 7), (,

D), (X, 12), (i, 10)

(,

6), CY, 1), (x, 5)

4. x

9), (,

O, (,
0)

20

18

16

14

0

2

4

6

Copyright ©Open Coon Publishina
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10

12

14
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16

18

20

dce. pga

Name
Use inverse operations to replace each x with the correct
number. (The first one has been done for you.) Then make
a graph for each set of ordered pairs.
0

1. x

-

x

2. x -7H

3. x -

4.

-

(x, 2), (x, 11), (x, 17), (x, 14)

n -

9-3

n-9

(x, 0). (X 15), (x, 5), (x, 10)

n-&

(x, 4), (x, 6), (x, 9), (x. 13)

n --

(x. 8), (x, 6), (r, 4), (x, 3)

y

16

14

12

10

6

4

2

n
u

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

54
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Name
Do these problems.

x _·

n

y

t. a. Pick a number between 0 and 10 for the
value of x. Make an ordered pair of the 25
number you used for X and the value
of y.

b. Find 2 more ordered pairs for the same 20
function.

i. Graph the 3 ordered pairs you have

found.
15

d. Look at your graph. Pick a point that has
4 as its first (sideways) coordinate and is
on the same line as the other 3 points.
What is the second coordinate of the
point you picked?
10

e. Look at your graph. Pick a point that has
17 as its second (up-and-down) coordinate and is on the same line as the other
points. What is the first coordinate of the
point you picked?

5

f. Replace x and y in these ordered pairs
with the correct numbers:
n
0

(4, y), (x, 17)

Copyright
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2

4

6

B

10

d

Testrcon i

Name

w t pels

Solve. Watch the signs.
28 -

2.

__

3.

8x7=

12.

-9

4.

__+8 = 17

13.

+6= 14

5,

--

14.

6x7= __

6.

__= 5+8

15,

_= 81

7.

24 =

10.

9

I1.

-3-

. 4= 9

x 6

..q

9.

9

6 -9

42.

-

43.

4

15

-

8

2

48.

+9

3 + 88=

18.

Sx

39.

8

16

44. 9)54

8

13
- 4

+ 6= 13

28.
29. 14 -_

21. 18 - 9 =

30.

22. ~__=7X5=7 x 5

31.

= 10

6 X 5 = __

23.

49 -__ = 7

32.

24.

8+4=

33.

=- 4X4

8

34.

- 48 - 6

32

35.

x 6-

27. ._
27.

-

x 8

18 - 9 =

10. 7)42

41+

6+ _

36. 19 +

19

36
- 23

5

x4

45.

9

-+8

49.

7

20. 6 + 7 =__

25. 12 -_

_-64

+3

3

9

.= 9

17.

__ -5=

19.

= 13

7

-

+9

47.

16

38.

x6

9+ _

16. 16 -

9

15

37.

= 7

x 8 = 24

1.

46,

20

14

so. 86

56
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Name
Solve. Watch the signs
1. 23 -

- = 5

10.

_

2.

36 -

- 9

11.

32 - _

3.

S--x8x.6-

4.

16

5.

13

6.

..

7.

35 . 7=

9.

37.

..

42.

-

7

9 +

12

21.

_

30.

24 -__-

+9=16

6

14.

7 x 7= __

23.

42-

54

15.

= 6 x 5

24.

14 -

+ 9= 18

25.

9 + 2 =9+2-

26.

_-

27.

24 - 3 - __

-

15

17.

_

16 - 8-

x 7= 35

18.

11

39.

2

15

29.

9 x _

43.

9

47.

11 - 3 - __.

22.

16.

8

19
7

44. 7)49

+8

48.

8

49.

16

+4

Cupyright ©Oen Ccurt Publishirg Company

9x6-__

20.

_

-

2'.

= 4

12 - 8-

38.

13

8 - .-

13.

-6-7

7
X 6

19. 64-

= 4

6-

9. 5 +__

18

+4-

12.

_.

x 2

= 81
-

= 6

33.

17 --

34.

56 -

35.

9+

36.

__ x 7- 28

- 9-

4

9

45.

46.

20

50. 8S6

57

+ __.. = 13

32.

41.

7

6

6

40. 9T36

9
+ 7

31. 8

- 15

- 16

x 9=36

8
_=

88
- 12

Test c uidraed Gois=6t pgi
Nlmrn
1M<z" t

Look at the graph. What are the coordinates of these points?
__

t. A

4. D__

5. E
6. F

3. C

I

15

t

13
12

-t

i--

14

c

-I-

F- __5

tILI-C .
t+I
II I I
__r_..__

11
10

I

I

9
8

-I-4_
I I

7

I

I

VI

I

I

I DI|

I

6
5

r

II

I

A

I
+

4

: Ii....l
I
I

I

+B

I-~~~~~~_
I

3
2
1
r0

1

2

3

4

6

5

9

/

10U
U11

15

14 1

Find the value of x or y.
7,4

8. 7

9.f---

G+4-

--

2

(L
58
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Name
10. 13 --

11. 9

)

:-3f

12.

-

-

C--

16

What is a possible function rule for each of these?
Solve for n.
13.

14.

x-04
x

15. 42 - 6 - n

Y
14
11
27
21

7
4
20
14

16. n x 5 - 45__
17, nIS. 19

7 - 3
n - 11

19. n x 6-

18__

20. 5 x 5 = n

Add or subtract. Watch the signs.
21.

847

+ 454

22.

741

-

99

23.

515,806
- 33,907

24.

25. If Mark saves $7 a week, how much will he save in
7 weeks?
26. Jesse lives 3 kilometers from school. Megan lives 1 kilometer from Jesse. How far does Megan live away from
school?
27. Tricia's 20th birthday was in 1988. What year was her
10th birthday?
59
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74,318
± 37,782

Name
Tell whether each angle is a right angle.
28.

29.

For each pair of lines, tell whether the lines are parallel,
perpendicular, or neither.
31.

30.

32.

How many lines of symmetry can be drawn in each figure?

34.

33.
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Date
Science- Desert test
I Name three things that make a desert a desert

2. How much rainfall do deserts get?

3 How many major deserts are there9

4. What is a hot desert? Give an example of a hot desert.

5 VWhat is a cold desert? Give an example of a cold desert.

6. Name two things the wind does to change deserts

7 Name two things water does to change deseits
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Name

Date
Science-Desert plants quiz
Use the following words to fil in the blanks. Use capitals where needed.
colorful
animals
growing
dry
sleep

smaller
drought
taproots
bloom

roll up
moisture
hairs
chemicals

1 Desert plants have

openings on their leaves

2 Plants

their leaves durinQ the day.

3. Desert plants lose their leaves during a
4
force of the wind

on leaves reduce

loss by breaking the

5. Spines on stems protect plants from_
6

_

grow more than 100 feet long.

7 Some plants give off
--,
____
nearby.

~________ TO keep other plants from

8. Some seeds

during

9 When plants

___the

spells.
desert changes into

fields
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Date
Science-Deserts-Unit Questions
1. Name two characteristics that all deserts have in common.
2 Are all deserts hot? Explain your answer.
3. Name two cold deserts.
4 How do wind and water create desert landforms?

5. What is the difference between a hot desert and a cold desert?
6. What do camels store in their humps?
7 Name three ways animals escape desert heat.
8 What are the two largest deserts in North America?
9. Name two things people do that hurt deserts.
10. Describe four ways plants have adapted to living in the desert.
I I What is the largest desert in the world?
12. What happens when desert lands are over-irrigated?
13. How is a playa formed?
14 How are mesas formed?
15 What is an oasis?
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APPENDIX B
TESTS GIVEN FOR MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY WHEN
THE DISCIPLINES WERE INTEGRATED
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TehsiSyi.nd on t

pute.

Name

Date
Science - Food Quiz
Answer the following questions in complete sentences.
1. Why do you need breakfast? Tell two reasons in your answer.

2. Why is food important to people? (Do not use the same answer from number
one)

3. How does lack of food affect you?

4. What is in food that helps us be healthy?
..

_·

.-

.
................................................

...

.

..

.

_

..

...
.
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.

.

5. Complete the food pyramid. Label each section with the group name and tell
how many servings you should have from each group. List two examples of food
from each group.
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Namet

eOnrLid

n. mp
pg

Date
Science - Fair Shares
Solve the following problems. Show all of your work. Put any pieces in
fraction form.
1. You have 67 pieces of candy. How do you split it fairly between four people?

Each person would get

___

2 You have 102 pieces of candy. How do you split it fairly between four people?

Each person would get _
3. You have 73 pieces of candy. How do you split it fairly between four people?

Each person would get
4. You have 25 pieces of candy. How do you split It fairly beltween four people?

Each person would get

5. You have 17 pieces of candy. How do you split it fairly between four people9

Each person would get

6. You have 59 pieces of candy. How do you split it fairly between four people?

Each person would get
7. You have 82 pieces of candy. How do you split it fairly bet[ween four people?

Each person would get _..._.
8. You have 123 pieces of candy. How do you split it fairly between four people?

Each person would get

9. You have

11 pieces of candy. How do you spht it fairlv between four people?

Each person would get
10. You have 96 pieces of candy. How do you split it fairly between four people?

Each person would get
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Name

Date
Science - Apple Experiment
As we experiment answer the following questions in complete sentences.
1 How did the mass of the apples change after four days?
.
_

.

_

..

...

. _~~~~~~1
.... ....,.

""'
_

.

2. What did the apples lose? Where did it go?

3. Did any of the apples gain mass from one day to the next? Why?

4 Did the chopped apple lose more moisture than the peeled apple? Why?
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5. Why did the unpceled apple lose so little moisture?

6. What other fruits might have similar results? Why?

7. Hlow is the moisture in foods. such as apples, important to our bodies?
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Name

Date___
Science - Blue-Ribbon Lunch
1 What is a blue-ribbon lunch? List how many servings you should have from
each food group.

2. On the following menu, list the foods for a blue-ribbon lunch and put the

serving numbers in the correct boxes.

3 On the lollowing menu, list the foods for a bad lunch and put the serving

numbers
~ in the correct boxes.
...
"

""
.......

'
....

..

..

u

.- .

1read

I

.1.

.

Menu for bad lunch

I Veaetable I

Fruit

I

4

Meat

Milk

-_

,

Sweets
_I

I

1

I

I

~-1

I-

i

i

___
_··_

I ....-- _ I

7-

_..
_.

I

1'-

1""'.""
__
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I

4. On the following menu, list everything you had for lunch today and put the
serving numbers in the correct boxes.
Menu for today's lunch

Bread

Veetabl

_Ft

Milk

Meat

5 List any changes you can make in your lunch from today to make it a
blue-ribbon lunch.
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APPFNDTX C
ATTITUDE SURVEYS FOR
JANUARY AND FEBRUARY
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January Atitude Survey for Math and Science

Date - January 31, 1997
Name.

..

MalthYes

Sometimes

5

4

3

No

2

1

I liked solving functions.

i liked solving basic fact problems.
liked graphing.
I liked estimating.
liked solving word problems._
liked muftiplying by factors of ten.
liked working with a partner.
liked working with a group.
.Science

Yes
..5

liked learning about desert landforms.
liked learning about desert animals.
liked learning about desert plants._

Sometimes

_

4

_

liked writing the coyote story.
liked writing the plant report.
liked writing the animal report.
Iliked making a desert scene.
liked working with a partner.
liked working with a group.
I liked telling the class what I knew about deserts.
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3

Nc
2

1

February Attitude Survey for Math and Science

February 28, 1997
Name
Math

Yes
5

Sometimes
4

3

No
2

1

I liked measuring mass.
I liked learning fractions.
liked graphing,_

I liked estimating.
Iliked solving word problems.
I liked finding percentages.
liked working with a partner.
I liked working with a group.
liked finding averages.

..

Science
.

_____....

Yes
^5

4

3

I liked learning about the food pyramid.__

I liked learning why we need food.__

I iiked learning about the fat content in food.
.jiked making the food pyramid.
Iliked cmparing food packaging.

liked the apple experiments.
I liked collectin and recording data.
I liked working with a partner
I liked working with a group

__

__
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